Sievert, Pribnow, Schupp
Chosen as 31 Ariel Heads

Girls' Dorm Assignments Begin Shortly
"Assignment of rooms for next year will begin tomorrow at 1 p.m. when next year's seniors and juniors come in to sign up," Miss Wilma Shott, dean of women, announced yesterday.

List 19 Girls As Counselors for Next Year

Atwood, Eiss, Gebert Named Literary Competition Winners

Billboard

Today

WRA gym jamb - Alexander gym 9 p.m.
Senior recital - M. Bries - Peabody hall 8:30 p.m.

Tomorrow

Billboard - Noon - Recreation center - 9 p.m.
Sorority ball - 8 p.m.
Track meet vs. Ripon - 4:30 p.m.
Tennis - State college invitationals

Golf - State college invitationals

Atwood, Eiss, Gebert Named Literary Competition Winners

Calvin Atwood, Joan Eiss and Donald Gebert have been named as the top three winners of the third annual literary competition sponsored by Lawrence College. The awards were announced by Howard E. True, professor of English. Each has been named as a consultant to the student literary magazine, The Lawrentian, to help determine the orientation of the magazine.

Atwood, a member of Phi Delta Theta, has been named the winner of the first prize in the poetry category of the competition. Eiss, a member of Phi Delta Kappa, has been named the winner of the second prize in the essay category of the competition. Gebert, a member of Phi Delta Theta, has been named the winner of the third prize in the essay category of the competition.

The judging for these three contests was done by three members of the faculty, Charles Foster, George Griswold and George Judd. The judging was based on the quality of the work and the potential of the writer.

The judging for these three contests was done by three members of the faculty, Charles Foster, George Griswold and George Judd. The judging was based on the quality of the work and the potential of the writer.

The judging for these three contests was done by three members of the faculty, Charles Foster, George Griswold and George Judd. The judging was based on the quality of the work and the potential of the writer.
Heavy Schedule
On Con Agenda

A heavy schedule of recitals on the billboard marks the final weeks of the semester.

At 8 p.m. tonight, Marjorie Bleiser will play her senior piano recital in Peabody hall.

George McConnell, tenor, will appear in his senior recital on Sunday, May 14, at 8 p.m. He is the student of Carl Waterman.

Monday at 8 p.m. Cecilia Koch, violinist, and Shirley Rasmussen, soprano, will give their recital. Miss Koch, a sophomore, is from the studio of Mrs. Marian Ming and Miss Rasmussen, a junior, is studying voice with Mrs. Murriel Hoit.

The Lawrence college band will give its spring concert at Memorial chapel on Tuesday evening at 8 p.m.

Wednesday evening at 8 p.m. Helen Pertz, pianist, and Nancy Leigh, soprano, will give a dual recital.

A one act play, "Cafe Girl," written and set to music by Richard Rogers and Oscar Corin, will take place in the chapel on May 13. This is the first original work of its kind to be attempted on the Lawrence campus. It is a group presentation with piano and organ furnished by the performers.

At 8 p.m. tonight, "The Third Man," a German film, will be shown.

The orchestra has made the preliminary arrangements for a variety of religious music to be sung. "The Day is Over," a work by J. S. Bach has been chosen to fit into the rhythm and framework and every note being exactly centered where the music is to be heard. The student band has the problem of finding sheet music to show the Suite No. 3. In this Bach selection, the strongest qualities come from A to G to make a ish effect possible.

222 E. College Ave.
ANNE PEARCE
Famous University of Southern California Alumna, says:
"Make my cigarette your cigarette. Smoke mild Chesterfields."

At Colleges and Universities throughout the country CHESTERFIELD is the largest-selling cigarette.

Ripon Warns Lawrenceans Against Fraud

Annie Me Millian may come to the campus. Lawrence, warned a part-time student from Ripon college, and students should not be caught unaware. Richard Blnke read the card to the student representatives at the meeting Monday night.

The card said, "Watch out for a part-time student. He will take your money and who know you should not be trusted."

"We have been informed," he continued, "that Ripon students are selling cigarettes. Everyone knows that they are good for nothing but for the benefit of the school."

The card was to be taken to the school and the school's authorities were to be informed of the matter. The school's authorities were to be informed of the matter.

At the University Theatre, a card with the words "Ripon" was placed in the box office. The card was to be taken to the school and the school's authorities were to be informed of the matter.

Ripon encouraged representatives to warn the students of the school and the school's authorities were to be informed of the matter.

Annie Me Millian, who is the student council, was not in the box office. The card was to be taken to the school and the school's authorities were to be informed of the matter."
Continued from page 1

Mortar Board, Mace Name 14

SEC Entertains
Group Choices

Continued from page 1

Looby, George Chandler and Sue
Dosterick.

Convocation committee nominations are Susan Fry, Boester Goethner, Dan Holm, Richard Reinhold, Holli and Marilyn Burdett.

H.C. Prange Co.

For Mother's Day

SUNDAY, MAY 14

Belle-Shameer

In colors to complement your
smarter wardrobe colors. . . . short,
medium and long lengths, sizes 8 1/2

1.50

1.35 and

1.50

Voices of your favorite makers

Nylon Hosiery

Mother knows her p's and q's when it comes to quality. . . . so she'll
be pleased when you give her famous brand hosiery for a
Mother's Day gift. . . . she knows that behind each pair stands a
reputation for fashion, flattery and fit.

NoMend

Sheer flat iron in new Spring
and Summer shades. . . . short,
medium and long lengths, sizes 8 1/2 to 11.

1.50 to 2.00

Ask to see the 51/2 hose in
all lengths.

Claussner

Pencil slim seams highlight Claussner's
long lengths, sizes 8 1/2 to 11.

Lovely nylons. . . . short, medium,
in new shades 51/2.

1.50
The Big Eye choir did part of their program about women's news with our own, a complete rewrite in time for Benskin's bid. Since getting the news, Benskin's has been a popular spot for girls to go to in between hours. The story about the starlet, her acting and her new role as mouth of the Alpha house. The story about the starlet, her acting and her new role as mouth of the Alpha house.

Coraline has been elected to the Alpha Delta Pi and her campaign promises are to continue the scholarship tradition and to organize a formal for the Alpha Delta Pi chapter. The campaign promises are to continue the scholarship tradition and to organize a formal for the Alpha Delta Pi chapter.

Greeks Busily Prepare For Parental Visitations On Mothers’ Weekend

By Dr. J. W. Smith

Capitalism has proceeded to commercialize another sentimental occasion, and the American business establishment is now advertising the coming of Mother's Day. The Greeks are busily preparing to entertain parents and friends who haven't had a chance to do so. The American business establishment is now advertising the coming of Mother's Day. The Greeks are busily preparing to entertain parents and friends who haven't had a chance to do so.

In the romance columns this week we see that Alpha Chi Yvonne Jones is receiving Phi Beta Buck for the second year in a row. The romance columns this week we see that Alpha Chi Yvonne Jones is receiving Phi Beta Buck for the second year in a row.

The Alpha Phi formal was a huge success, and the Alpha Phi formal was a huge success, and the Alpha Phi formal was a huge success.

The Alpha Delta Pi formal will be held at the Phi Delta house, and the Alpha Delta Pi formal will be held at the Phi Delta house.

The Phi Beta Pi formal was a huge success, and the Phi Beta Pi formal was a huge success, and the Phi Beta Pi formal was a huge success.
The Student Christian association has secured Alex Ababio, native of the African Gold Coast, to speak April 12, at 7:15 p.m. in Science hall 200. Ababio has had the experience of living with his people and their ways and particular needs. He has also had the opportunity of a western education in British schools.

Ababio's primary interest and object is to enlighten the African peoples and to enable them to understand the development of human beings. As a preliminary to medical training and the missionary work which would provide him with the needed knowledge, he has undertaken a study of African peoples. He believes that the Christian mission will not make the development of human beings an easy task. Africa has traveled to many parts of the country, speaking to various groups in an effort to convince people that an active attitude must be taken if progress will be made.

417 Not Registered

"There are still 417 students on campus who have not registered," said Alex Ababio, native of the African Gold Coast, to speak April 12, at 7:15 p.m. in Science hall 200. Ababio has had the experience of living with his people and their ways and particular needs. He has also had the opportunity of a western education in British schools.
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Vikes Meet Ripon
There Tomorrow
Both Teams Matched; Expect Close Battle

The Lawrence college track team will attempt to regain its winning ways when it meets the Ripon college tracksters at Ripon tomorrow afternoon. The battle is expected to be close between the traditional rivals. Vikes will field its veteran and hard-working horses and the Riponers will field their hard-working horses and the distance runners. Both teams have returned in recent weeks after the Easter vacation, and both Lawrence and Ripon are in fine condition.

In the distance relays, one place should be decided. In the 880 and 1,100 yard dashes, however, Lawrence should be able to turn out a good effort. Bob Ingis, Paul Elsberry, Wilbur Siwert and Don Helgeson are the distance men Coach C. Derry is counting on when the Lawrence track squad meets Ripon tomorrow.

Lawrence, Ripon, Beloit, Carroll and Galli meet tomorrow. Major features will be the tennis squads from Ripon, Beloit, Carroll and Lawrence on the college courts in the state college tennis meet. Carroll is the defending champion, but with the number two singles match, LaMack and Van Housen is a good bet to send Carroll away from Lawrence standouts of this year's team and, with a warm and calm day a very fine set of performers will shine at the annual State college invitation tennis meet.

The performance of Lawrence distance runners in the Beloit Relays meet, held on May 12th at the big gym, was very encouraging and impressive and indicates that Lawrence college will be a strong and effective squad in the annual State college invitation track meet, but with the number two singles match, LaMack and Van Housen is a good bet to send Carroll away from Lawrence standouts of this year's team and, with a warm and calm day a very fine set of performers will shine at the annual State college invitation tennis meet.

The performance of Lawrence distance runners in the Beloit Relays meet, held on May 12th at the big gym, was very encouraging and impressive and indicates that Lawrence college will be a strong and effective squad in the annual State college invitation track meet, but with the number two singles match, LaMack and Van Housen is a good bet to send Carroll away from Lawrence standouts of this year's team and, with a warm and calm day a very fine set of performers will shine at the annual State college invitation tennis meet.
Golfers Fight for Win Meet Will Clear Up Supremacy Cup Battle
The interfraternity golf meet coming up May seventeenth will be much to clarify the Supremacy Cup battle. If Beta Theta Pi continues its winning ways and keeps on top of the softpull hill, this will be especially true. The Betas, Don Hertzfeldt after allowing five runs in the third, Hertzfeldt finished the game and was the winning pitcher. Ron Raimer won all the games for Delta Tau Delta, allowing twelve hits, Delta Dick Reitan, rolling in with two home runs and a triple.

In the other game last Thursday, Delta Tau Delta routed Sigma Phi Epsilon, giving up nine hits, five walks and two errors in the top of the eighth. Monk Pribnow behind him. The longest blow of the game was a short fly for Delta and Sig Eps and Sig Eps used three pitchers, Buck Sympy, John Anderson and Dick Boshka in the mile and two mile runs. Joe Engler and Delta Boshka will pole vault for the Vikings with Sig Eps also a possibility. Word will develop in the shot put, discus, javelin, and the specialty, the high jump. Others who may throw the javelin are Boshka and Cerny, Sympy Notaras will put the shot, Cerny will throw the discus, and High and Boshka will also high jump.

Cerny, Geisser and Roberts will be entered in the broad jump. The probable mile relay team will be Roberts, Westphaler of Beta, High and Cerny.

Following this meet, the Vikings will compete in the Midwest conference meet, which will include the state magnates.

In this Tuesday's game, two events were not taken by the Betas and Sig Eps. Beta Theta Pi's Delta 9 to 1 in a game taking eight innings. The Betas, earned two hits and two errors in the top of the eighth. Mitch Munson pitched for the Betas, allowing eighteen hits and giving up two passes. Westphaler took the loss for Sig Eps, suffered from misprints errors behind him. The longest hole of the day was a double over the fence for Dick Robinson.

In a game that was close until the ninth inning, Sigma Phi Epsilon on dropped the Indians 5 to 2, by exploiting the late runs in the ninth and extra inning frame. Chuck Krammer marked the way for the Sig Eps, giving up 4 hits.

Softball Standings
Beta Theta Pi 0 Phi Kappa Tau 0 Delta Tau Delta 0 Sigma Phi Epsilon 8 Phi Delta Theta 0 Independent 2

Koch Photo Shop
PHIL TAUS, BETAS
Tie First Place in Greek Ball Both Have Two Wins, No Losses; Errors Mark Phi Delta Game
Phi Kappa Tau and Beta Theta Pi, with two games apiece under their belts, emerged from opening titles that far first place in the interfraternity softball loop. Both have records of two wins and no losses.

Last Thursday, in a wild and woolly endurance test, the Phi Tau slugged the favored Phi Delta by the score of 17 to 16. Numerous errors and bad plays marred the game, which witnessed the Phi Delt using seventeen players on the mound at one time. Norm Jockeck started the game for the Phi Tau, but was replaced by Rollie Grishaber after allowing five runs in the third. Hertzfeldt finished the game and was the winning pitcher. Ron Raimer won all the games for Delta Tau Delta, allowing twelve hits, Delta Dick Reitan, rolling in with two home runs and a triple.

In the other game last Thursday, Delta Tau Delta routed Sigma Phi Epsilon, giving up nine hits, five walks and two errors in the top of the eighth. Monk Pribnow behind him. The longest blow of the sport, and because several fraternities have not yet determined the quartet which will represent them, advance predictions are impossible.
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The Betas, Don Hertzfeldt after allowing five runs in the third, Hertzfeldt finished the game and was the winning pitcher. Ron Raimer won all the games for Delta Tau Delta, allowing twelve hits, Delta Dick Reitan, rolling in with two home runs and a triple.
i important impressions foresee difficulties for western
foreign ministers at conference

BY HARRY CLO

The long awaited conference of western foreign ministers in Paris is
not now underway, and we may be sure that the French, British, and
American diplomats are not going to have an easy time of it. Recent
events have brought these diplomats to bear on a number of crucial issues
— particularly the problem of the stability of western Europe. The con-
ference is being attended by the representatives of France, Britain, the
United States, and the Soviet Union. In the old days the Soviets were
generated the war, and the western European nations were politically
and economically dependent on the western nations. Now the situation
is reversed. The western nations are emotionally dependent on the
Soviet Union, and the Soviets have become politically dependent on the
western nations. The conference is being held in Paris, and the
participants are the representatives of France, Britain, the United
States, and the Soviet Union.

footnotes

IN GERMA

On the lawn in front of the chapel there is a sundial. It is mounted on
a concrete base approximately three and a half feet in height. It has
been there much longer than that. The inscription on the face of the
clock indicates that it was purchased by the class of 20. Around the edge
of the dial's face is inscribed this motto: "Give me an old man with a
tale yet to come." Is this an optimistic echo from the roaring twen-
ties, a caution to the generation's great-grandchildren, or a boasting
claim that we can save that economy?

I've recently had the good fortune of reading an enlightening article
entitled: "The American in Europe." I've never been there longer than that. The inscription on the face of the
clock indicates that it was purchased by the class of 20. Around the edge
of the dial's face is inscribed this motto: "Give me an old man with a
tale yet to come." Is this an optimistic echo from the roaring twen-
ties, a caution to the generation's great-grandchildren, or a boasting
claim that we can save that economy?

The college halls are so close to the paper mills

The Lawrentian will gladly print any letter under

open letter to the editor
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